Your Winning Retirement Plan
Henry K. Hebeler

Chapter 6: Spending in Retirement
This chapter is focused on managing your retirement funds in retirement and estate planning. Gates are re-introduced,
many of which were identified before, but now will be looked at through the lens of retirement.
 Gate 1: Understanding the Fundamentals – Forecasting your future needs.
 Gate 2: Organizing Your Inputs to the Plan – Integrate one time expenses in your plan.
 Gate 3: How Much Can You Afford to Spend? – Determine how much you can spend each year for normal
living expenses.
 Gate 4: The Retiree’s Autopilot? – Review of autopilot parameters that can be adjusted to smooth out market
gyrations.
 Gate 5: Staying on Track – Steps to ensure you keep to your plan in previous gates.
 Gate 6: Always Look Ahead – Live events to keep in mind including critical dates, estate planning etc.

Chapter Summary
This chapter details the process of planning, executing and maintaining a budget in retirement. It shows how using the
Autopilot method can be used to ensure you have adequate funds to keep the same lifestyle that you have projected in
your pre-retirement planning. It also helps identify the order you should tap accounts in the spend-down phase of your
retirement.

References and Resources







U.S. News: How to Withdraw Retirement Funds Before Age 59
Medicare
o Medicare.GOV
o AARP: Is there a penalty if I’m late signing up for Medicare?
o Medicare.gov: How Does Medicare Determine Your Income?
o Investopedia:
 Medicare Mistakes to Avoid
 Avoid the Part D Premium Penalty
IRS Website
o 401(k) Resource Guide – Plan Participants – General Distribution Rules
o Required Minimum Distributions
o Publication 590-B. Distributions from Individual Retirement Arrangements (IRAs) (PDF)
o When Must You Withdraw Assets? (Required Minimum Distributions)
o Figuring the Owner’s Required Minimum Distribution
o Frequently Asked Questions on Gift Taxes
o Estate Tax
Investopedia:
o Inherited Stock
o The Rules on RMDs for Inherited IRA Beneficiaries
o Gift Tax
o Donor-Advised Fund
o Charitable Lead Trust
o Charitable Remainder Annuity Trust
o What is a 529 Plan?
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Terms and Concepts





Affordable Expenses – Normal living expenses that are adjusted year-to-year to nearly offset inflation.
Reserves – The amount of your investments that you set aside for emergencies, rainy day expenses, or
preplanned high value items.
Good Investment Real Estate – Real estate that is appreciating and has positive before-tax cash flow.
Poor Investment Real Estate – Real estate that has a negative before-tax cash flow.

Gate 1: Understanding the Fundamentals
Here we focus on developing an understanding of how the planning process works by looking at the fundamentals.
Retirement Resources You have the following resources in retirement:
 Social Security, Pensions, and Annuities.
 Investments, Savings from part-time work in retirement and Reverse Mortgages
Retirement Budgets After organizing retirement resources we gradually use them up in a controlled manner so they
will last over your lifetime. These controls in in the forms of four budgets:
 Income Tax
 Debt Payments
 Emergency and Large Expenses
 Normal Living Expenses
In the Autopilot method your Normal Living Expenses will be adjusted year-to-year to offset inflation, so that your
standard of living should roughly remain the same. We call the Normal Living Expenses that have been adjusted
Affordable Expenses. Income Tax, Debt and Reserves are taken into account in determining the Affordable Expenses.
As an example we can take a retiree couple at age 65 that has accumulated $1,000,000 with 50% in a taxable account
and 50% in a tax deferred account (ie IRA). A planned purchase of a Recreational Vehicle costing $100,000 in todays
dollars was planned age 69. Notice in Figure 6.1 of the affordable expense budget for a person who started at age 65.
We can observe the budget in today and future dollars. Notice how the budget roughly remains the same year to year
until after reaching 80 years old when inflation begins to overtake the budget. Take particular note that at age 69 the
purchase of the RV has no impact on the affordable expenses for that year since this was taken into account in the
Autopilot method. Figure 6.2 demonstrates how funds from the various accounts. Note the dip at Age 69 representing
the RV purchase.

Figures 6.1
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The Proof Is in the Pudding Continuing our retiring couple example from above we add the couple is making
Mortgage payments of $10,000/year for the first three years in retirement. Figure 6.3 provides a detailed view of their
expenses and what resources will be utilized to pay for those expenses. Note that the deferred account is not tapped into
until the couple reaches age 70 as Required Minimum Distributions (RMDs) – Note due to the SECURE Act in 2019 this
number was raised to age 72. Funds withdrawn from the deferred account not spent in the budget for the year were reinvested in the taxable account. These calculations are based on a constant inflation, return and mortgage rates. In real
life these values can change over time. Feedback is utilized to compensate for these variations that will be demonstrated
later.

Figure 6.3
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Gate 2: Organizing Your Inputs to the Plan
In this section we will assemble your information that will be used as inputs in your retirement plan. It is usually easiest
to perform this tasks right after completing your income taxes since most of the information is readily available and
current.
Organizing Resources with Lifetime Payments We begin by completing Figure 6.4 with Social Security, pension and
lifetime annuity payments. You may note that two items are not included:
 Part-time employment in retirement
 Annuities with payments for fixed periods that would pay out before death.
This is because neither of these items are income sources for life. These items will be addressed later in Figure 6.6 when
we get to that point.

Figure 6.4

Adjustment to Annual Income from Social Security, Pensions, and Lifetime Annuities
(Figure 6.4)
Step Source
1

Social Security

2
3a
3b
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11a
11b
12a
12b

Social Security Age Factor
Adjusted Social Security
Combined Social Security
SS Estimated % of real COLA
Escalating Social Security
Fixed part of Social Security
Annual Pension or Annuity Payments
Pension Age Factor
Adjusted Pension
Pension Estimated % of Real COLA
COLA Part of Pension
Combined Pension
Pension Fixed Part
Combined Pension

13
14

Total COLA Income
Total Fixed Income





You

Spouse

Comments
Figure 6.5 factor from Soc. Sec.
column
Step 1 times Step 2
Total for both spouses from Step 3a
Step 3b times Step 4
Step 3b minus Step 5
1.0 or Figure 6.5 factor if delay till 62
Step 7 times Step 8
Step 9 times Step 10
Total for both spouses from Step 11a
Step 9 minus Step 11a
Total for both spouses from Step 12a
Step 5 plus Step 11b
Step 6 plus Step 12b

Line 01: Social Security – Current annual values of Social Security if you are receiving payments. If you are under
62, use the estimate you get from the Social Security Administration for age 62, multiplied by 12 even if you would
plan to delay taking payments to an older age. If you are over 62 but are still not drawing SS, use the annual value
you would have received if you were taking SS now. Apply the same rules to your spouse even if they will be
taking nonworking spouse’s benefits based on your credits.
Line 02: SS Age Factor – Lookup: Using Figure 6.5 factor from Social Security Column.
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Figure 6.5


















Line 03a: Social Security* and COLA Pension – Calculation: Social Security (Step 1) times Social Security Age
Factor (Step 2).
Line 03b: Combined Social Security: Calculation; Adjusted Social Security(Step 3a) for you and your spouse added
together.
Line 04: SS Estimated % of Real COLA – This is the estimate of how much the COLA will keep up with inflation.
Studies show that COLA for Social Security does not quite keep up with inflation for seniors. A value 0f 67%
would indicate SS covers 67% of the rise in inflation and is commonly used for conservative estimates.
Line 05: Escalating Social Security – Calculation; Represents the part of Social Security that will keep up with
inflation and is calculated as Combined Social Security (Step 3b) times SS Estimated % of real COLA (Step 4).
Line 06: Fixed part of Social Security – Calculation; Represents the part of Social Security that does NOT keep up
with inflation and is calculated as Combined Social Security (Step 3b) minus Escalating Social Security (Step 05).
Line 07: Annual Pension or Annuity Payments – Represents lifetime pensions or annuities. Fixed length annuities
should NOT be included in this line but will be addressed later (Step 16).
Line 08: Pension Age Factor - Lookup; If you are already receiving pension payments enter a value of 1.00. Utilize
Figure 6.5 to determine the Age Factor if you are delaying your pension.
Line 09: Adjusted Pension – Calculation; Annual Pension or Annuity Payments (Step 07) times Pension Age Factor
(Step 08).
Line 10: Pension Estimated % of Real COLA – Most Pensions and Annuities do NOT have COLA, in that case you
will enter a value of “0”. If your Pension/Annuity does have a COLA enter a percentage representing how much the
COLA is expected to keep up with inflation. For pensions with a percentage cap you may have to estimate this
value.
Line 11a: COLA Part of Pension – Calculation; Adjusted Pension (Step 09) time Pension Estimated % of Real
COLA (Step 10).
Line 11b: Combined Pension – Calculation; Sum of COLA Part of Pension (Step 11a) for both spouses.
Line 12a: Pension Fixed Part – Calculation; Adjusted Pension (Step 09) minus COLA Part of Pension (Step 11a).
Line 12b: Combined Pension – Total of Pension Fixed Part (Step 12b) for both spouses.
Line 13: COLA Total Income – Calculation; Escalating Social Security Income (Step 5) plus Combined Pension
(Step 11b).
Line 14: Total Fixed Income – Calculation; Fixed Part of Social Security (Step 06) plus Combined Pension (Step
12b).
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Organizing Your Investments After Social Security, Pensions and Annuities, we need to determine what investments
remain for your retirement. Utilize Figure 6.6 to Identify the remaining investments.

Figure 6.6

Organize Your Investments
(Figure 6.6)
Current
Balance

Step

Description

15
15 a
15b
15c
15d
15e
16

Investments
Stocks and Stock Mutual Funds
Good Investment Real Estate
Poor Investment Real Estate
Fixed Income Investments
Money Markets
Other Sources for Retirement Funds

16a

16b
17
18




Comments
Good Investment Real Estate Less Related Debt
Poor Investment Real Estate Less Related Debt
Exclude Money Markets

Remaining Credit

From a Reverse Mortgage, Insurance Cash
Value, etc.

Equivalent Investments

Such as future wages earned in retirement or
from annuity or contract with payments for
period shorter than life

Total Investments and Other
Sources
Good Investment Real Estate
Ratio

Step 15 items plus Step 16 items
Stock, stock funds, and equity in good
investment real estate as % of Step 17

Step 15: Investments – Include the following items:
o Stocks and Stock Mutual Funds - Include all investments such as Company savings plans, IRAs, Roths,
variable annuities, deferred compensation, market value of stock options as if exercised now, stocks, bonds,
mutual funds, CDs, savings accounts, etc.
o Investment Real Estate - Also included is Investment real estate equity, that is, the current market value of
your real estate less the debt. Figure 3.7 can be used to control your allocations to get the data for step 15.
Do not include your primary residence unless you plan on selling it and renting or downsizing, in that case
include the net profit from the sale of the house after all expenses (i.e. purchasing and moving into a new
house) are subtracted.
 Good Investment Real Estate is Real estate that is appreciating and has positive before-tax cash
flow.
 Poor Investment Real Estate is Real estate does not meet the criteria of Good Investment Real
Estate.
Step 16: Other Sources for Retirement Funds – Identify items sometimes forgotten. Do not include automobiles,
furniture or personal effects.
o Remaining Credit – For a Reverse Mortgage, if you have not included home equity Investments (Step 15),
you can put a fraction such as 40% of the equity in your home as an investment add another 1.5% for each
year you are over 65 as a rough guide. If you all ready receiving payments for your property, the payments
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should have been included in Figure 6.4 under the Annual Pension or Annuity Payments (Step 07) . If you
are currently receiving a pension, or annuity payment.
o Equivalent Investments – Would include items where you can convert annual payments for a fixed period of
time into an Equivalent Investments. For part-time work, you have to calculate an adjusted annual wage.
Step 17: Total Investments and Other Sources – Calculation; Investments (Step 15) plus Other Sources for
Retirement Funds (Step 16).
Step 18: Good Investment Real Estate – Calculation; Stocks and Stock Mutual Funds plus Good Investment Real
Estate divided by Total Investments and Other Sources (Step 17).

Organizing Your Debts In Figure 6.7 we are going to identify debts and adjusts them to take into account that highinterest debts are much more punitive than low-interest debts. The results of this exercise will be used to determine a
budget for debt payments separate from your other normal living expenses. Include your home mortgage, and personal
loans. Rental property that receives enough income to pay mortgage payments would not be included. For property that
does not have an income associated with it would be included here. Reverse Mortgage debt would not be included
unless you intend to pay this debt in your lifetime. Any remaining balance on a credit line from a reverse mortgage
should be entered in Other Sources for Retirement Funds (Step 16) on Figure 6.6. If any of your debts have interest
rates higher than 10% multiply the remaining debt times the factor from Figure 6.8 to be used as the loan amount.

Figure 6.7

Remaining Balance of Mortgages and Debts
Step Description

Current Balance

Comments

Home Mortgage
Home Equity Loan
Other loans
Cred Card Loans

Total Debt
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Figure 6.8
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Organizing Reserves for Large Future Purchase Enter the total amount of money set aside for emergencies, rainy day
expenses, or preplanned high-value items. This amount will not be used for your normal affordable expenses in
retirement, so in we will eventually subtract this value from your current investments. This means you will be able to
spend these expenses in retirement whenever you want and it will not impact your regular budget.

Figure 6.9

Reserves for Future Large Purchase
(Figure 6.9)

Line
Ref

Cost in
Today's
Dollars

Reserve Items

Home appliance replacement , major home
1 repairs or remodeling
2 Future autos, RVs, trailers
Emergency uninsured major medical, dental,
3 and drug cost
4 Exceptional vacations, tours, trips
5 Assisted care costs above normal living cost
Additional financial help for children or
6 parents
7 Gifts or part of estate for heirs or charity
Down payments on vacation home, condo,
8 time-share
9 Provisions for other contingencies
10 New House
11 Roth Conversions

12

Comments

Beyond reserves already saved

Total Reserves
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Gate 3: How Much Can You Afford to Spend?
The old model of living off dividends doesn’t work so well anymore for most people since dividends are much lower
then they use to be. Using the IRS morbidity tables is another tactic, that will ensure you don’t outlive your money, but
is subject to wild gyrations based on stock market performance. Most planning method forecasts tend to be too
optimistic for more than 50% of retirees due to the following factors:
 Fees and Expenses - Return on investments calculations may not include Fees and Expenses causing inflated
return estimates.
 Average Returns – Long term real returns correspond to a middle estimate of returns. This means that 50% of
the time real returns over the lifetime of a retiree will be lower than the middle.
 Reverse Dollar Cost Averaging – As discussed earlier, returns for retirees are less than persons saving for
retirement.
Finally, one way to ensure funds last a lifetime is to underspend in retirement. The downside to this is that you will have
excess funds on your death that you would not have been able to enjoy. The retirement autopilot plan tries to avoid
these issues.
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The Retirement Autopilot Provides a Better Plan These points are critical in retirement planning:
 Real Inflation Adjustment - Use ½ of the real inflation adjusted return for you investments to counter the effects
of reverse dollar cost averaging.
 Feedback – Use autopilot feedback to modify your budget figures and damper budget swings.
 One Time Purchases – Set aside extra reserves for large one time purchases in years following high stock market
performance, scale them back in years when the stock market performs poorly.
Reserves Vs Padding: Reserves in this book is the term used for one-time expenses while Padding introduced by me is
for unplanned expenses (ie illnesses, emergencies, unplanned property repairs). Padding is not addressed in the
Affordable Expense Budget (Figure 6.10).

Figure 6.10

Affordable Expense Budget in Retirement
Figure 6.10
Step Age and Income Tax Information
1
2
3
4

Comments

Current age of younger spouse if married
or your age if single
Last Years Taxes paid
Last Years Gross Income
Last Years Tax Rate

5 Estimated Tax Rate
6 1.00 minus Step 5
Social Security Pensions, and Annuities
7
8
9
10

Total COLA Income
Total Fixed Income
Fixed Pension Factor
Fixed Income Adjustment

Investments, Debts, and Reserves
Total Investments and Other Sources
Total Debt
Adjusted Reserves
Required Funds
Investments for Income
Calculated Real Return
Expected Real Return
Real Return Investment Factor
Affordable Investment Income
Affordable After-Tax Expenses
20 Affordable Before Tax Income
21 Affordable Tax Adjustment
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

22

Affordable Expenses Budget
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Step 01: Age Your age if you are single, the younger spouse age if you are married.
Step 02: Last Years Taxes – Local, State and Federal taxes paid last year. Do NOT include other taxes such as
property taxes.
Step 03: Last Years Gross Income –Gross income is your Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) from last years tax return
plus any tax-exempt income, plus the untaxed part of Social Security, and any allowable depreciation on investment
real estate reported on your income tax.
Line 04: Last Years Tax Rate – Calculation; Last Years Taxes (Step 02) divided by Last Years Gross Income (Step
03).
Line 05: Estimated Tax Rate – This is your estimated future tax rate expressed as a decimal. You can use Last
Years Tax Rate (Line 04) as an estimate. Adjust this value based on what you expect your income to be in
retirement. Remember this rate establishes your budget for income taxes.
Line 06: Tax Factor – Calculation; 1.00 minus Estimated Tax Rate (Step 05).
Line 07: Total COLA Income – Lookup; Total COLA Income (Step 13) from Figure 6.4.
Line 08: Total Fixed Income – Lookup; Total Fixed Income (Step 14) From Figure 6.4.
Line 09: Fixed Pension Factor – Lookup; This factor incorporates inflation during retirement. Select the column in
Figure 6.11 that is nearest your inflation assumption then proceed to the row that corresponds to your age if you are
single, or the younger spouse if you are married.
Line 10: Fixed Income Adjustment – Calculation; Total Fixed Income (Step 08) times Fixe Pension Factor (Step
09). This represents the before-taxes part of your pension you can use as income for this years expenses. The
remaining part of your pension (after paying taxes) will be used for re-investment to counter inflation in future
years.
Line 11: Total Investments and Other Sources – Lookup; Total Investments and Other Sources (Step17) from Figure
6.6.
Line 12: Total Debt – Lookup; Total Debt (Step 05) From Figure 6.7.
Line 13: Adjusted Reserves – Lookup, Calculation; Total Reserves from Figure 6.9 divided by Tax Factor (Step 06).
Line 14: Required Funds – Calculation; Total Debt (Step 12) plus Adjusted Reserves (Step 13).
Line 15: Investments for Income – Calculation; Total Investments and Other Sources (Step 11) minus Required
Funds (Step 14). This is the residual amount of funds available for generating income after subtracting debts from
investments.
Line 16: Calculated Real Return – Lookup; Net Real Return (Line 10) from Figure 4.4. You can also use Figure
6.13 along with Good Investment Real Estate (Step 18) from Figure 6.6 for this value, don’t forget to subtract fees
and cost.
Line 17: Expected Real Return – Calculation; Calculated Real Return (Step 16) divided by two. This adjust your
Calculated Real Return to take into account Reverse Dollar Cost Averaging, and ensure a 80% probability chance of
success in retirement.
Line 18: Real Return Investment Factor – Lookup; Using Figure 6.12 find the column that is closest to the Expected
Real Return (Step 17), then go down until you find the factor in the row corresponding to the Age (Step 01).
Line 19: Affordable Investment Income – Calculation; Investments for Income (Step 15) times Real Return
Investment Factor (Step 18).
Line 20: Affordable Before Tax Income – Calculation; Total COLA Income (Step 07) plus Fixed Income
Adjustment (Step 10) plus Affordable Investment Income (Step 19). This is the sum of your affordable expenses
and taxes related to affordable expenses.
Line 21: Affordable Tax Adjustment: Calculation; Estimated Tax Rate (Step 05) times Affordable Investment
Income.
Line 22: Affordable Expenses Budget – Calculation; Affordable Before Tax Income (Step 20) minus Affordable Tax
Adjustment (Step 21).
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Line 22 represents the Affordable Expense Budget for the year. Next year this will be calculated utilizing the autopilot
method. Don’t forget that you have separately budgeted for income tax, any purchases listed in reserves, and debt
payments, so the Affordable Expense Budget excludes those items.
Calculation of This Years Cash Requirements is performed in Figure 6.14 and completed by referencing work completed
in previous worksheets. The one item that you may have to make a guess on is the Income Taxes. You can either use last
years Taxes (Step 04) of Figure 6.10 or an appropriate value based on your best judgment.
Figure 6.14

This Year's Cash Requirements
Figure 6.14
Budget Category

Source

Affordable Expenses
Budget
Total Reserves

Step 22 of Figure 6.10 or Step 8 in
Figure 6.15
Any, part, or all of items listed in
Figure 6.9
For any items listed in Figure 6.7

Total Debts
Income taxes

Total

Amount

For all items listed in Figures 6.4 and
6.6
Sum of items above
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Figure 6.11 & Figure 6.12
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Figure 6.13
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Gate 4: The Retiree’s Autopilot
After completing Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.14 in the first year of analysis, you will utilize Figure 6.15 for subsequent
years provided there are no major changes in your investment portfolio or other major finance related changes. Figure
6.15 is where the autopilot kicks in and makes adjustments to compensate for changes in inflation, and stock market
performance and

Figure 6.15
Autopilot Feedback Calculations Are Simple
(Figure 6.15)
Step
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

Description

Calculation

Last Years
Affordable
Expenses
Annual Growth
Factor

Step 8 from last year's Figure 6.15 or Step 22
from last year's figure 6.10 if you do not use
autopilot feedback last year.
1.000 + last year's inflation, e.g., 1.000 + 4%
= 1.0.40. Or, you can divide this year's Social
Security by last year's to get the same result.
Step 1 times Step 2

$32,000

Step 22 from this year's Figure 6.10.

$39,308

Step 3 times 0.75.

$24,960

Step 4 times 0.25.

$9,827

Step 5 plus Step 6.

$34,787

Last Years Inflation
Adjusted
Affordable
Expenses
This Years
Affordable
Expenses
Absorber P1 (Last
Year factor)
Absorber P2 (This
Year factor)
Estimated
Absorber

8 Affordable
Expense
Budget









Example

Use the smaller of Step 3 or Step 7.

Amount

Comments

1.040
$33,280

$33,280

Step 01: Last Years Affordable Expenses – Lookup; Enter Affordable Expenses Budget from last year, this will
either be in Figure 6.10 or Figure 6.15 from last year.
Step 02: Annual Growth Factor – Inflation rate growth for last year. 1.000 + last years inflation (e.g. 1.00 + 4% =
1.040), or you can divide this years Social Security by last years to get the same result.
Step 03: Last Years Inflation Adjusted Affordable Expenses - Calculation; Last Years Affordable Expenses (Step
01) times Annual Growth Factor (Step 02).
Step 04: This Years Affordable Expenses – Lookup; Affordable Expenses Budget (Step 22) from this years Figure
6.10.
Step 05: Absorber P1 (Last Year factor) – Calculation; Last Years Inflation Adjusted Affordable Expenses (Step 03)
times 0.75.
Step 06: Absorber P2 (This Year factor) – Calculation; This Years Affordable Expenses (Step 04) times 0.25.
Step 07: Estimated Absorber – Calculation; Absorber P1 (Step 05) plus Absorber P2 (Step 06).
Step 08: Affordable Expense Budget – Calculation; The Smaller of Last Years Inflation Adjusted Affordable
Expenses (Step 03) or Estimated Absorber (Step 07).
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The Retirement Autopilot’s Benefits In this section we compare budgets for various retirement plans to see how they
stack up against the autopilot method. The following is our baseline conditions for all scenarios:
 Retirement Age: 55
 Time period: 40 years
 Starting Balance: $1,000,000
 Desired Budget for living expenses: $30,000/year Note: Social Security is not included since it is inflation
adjusted and will be the same in all scenarios.
 Tax Rate: 15%
 Stock Allocation: Adjusted yearly based on the equation of: 110 – (the retiree’s age).
o Stock performance based on the S & P 500 – 1.5% for investment cost.
 Money Market Funds = 10% of investments
o Performance based on Treasury Bills less 0.3% cost
 Long Term Bonds – Remaining balance in Corporate bonds with 1.0% investment cost.
Comparing Plans – The following retirement plans are used in comparison:
 4% Draw – Assuming the retiree removed 4% of their portfolio value every year
 Planner – Represents a typical plan offered by most professional planners using a more comprehensive software
program.

Figure 6.17, Figure 6.18, Figure 6.19

We can see from these comparisons that the while the autopilot method provides a lower income early in retirement, the
other plans require drastic decreases in budgets later in life.
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Gate 5: Staying on Track
At this point you have been provided all the information you need to plan for a successful retirement:
 Allocation – Determined the appropriate Allocation of investments for your comfort and needs.
 Vehicles – Know what investments to place in what retirement vehicles to minimize taxes and maximize gains.
 Investments – Selection of appropriate and easy to manage investments.
 Budget – Created a realistic living expenses budget in retirement.
 Big Ticket – Identified and budget for big-ticket and one-time expense items in retirement.
Going forward, these are four things you should do to make sure your funds last through retirement. Briefly these items
are:
 Yearly Checkup – Once a year re-analyze your investment status for allocations and returns.
 Yearly Budget Update – Calculate and adjust how much you can spend each year.
 Budget Breakdown – Make a budget breakdown.
 Cash Control – Institute a top-down cash control policy.
 Say No – Be willing to say no to non planned expenses.
The next few sections provide details on each of these items.

Analyze Your Investment Status at Least Once a Year Compare your stock investment performance to a major index
such as the S&P 500. If your portfolio performance is significantly lower (ie 2% or more) than the general index for two
years in a row, re-evaluate your investments to see if you need to make adjustments. Other indexes such as the Dow
Jones Industrial Average (DJIA), NASDAQ, Russell 2000 should be included when evaluating the performance of your
investments.
Calculate How Much You Can Spend Once a year review your retirement calculations in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.15
yearly and make corrections/updates as needed to recalculate your budget for the year.
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Make Some Kind of a Budget Breakdown Use Figure 6.21 to outline your budget for the year to plan and track your
yearly budget. The Total Yearly Affordable Expenses here should match the Affordable Expenses identified in Figure
6.10 and Figure 6. 15.

Figure 6.21

Budget Control for Affordable Expenses
Figure 6.21
Date:

Ref
1
2
3
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Title

Description

Annually

Monthly

Weekly Comments

Rent - If applicable (but not
mortgage)
Utilities and Maintenance
Cell, Internet services
Property Taxes
Auto and Transportation
Insurance
Uninsured Medical and Dental
Groceries
Restaurants
Other Essentials
Support of others
Clothing
Vacation and Travel
Entertainment and Hobbies
Gifts and Charities
Subscriptions and Education
Other Discretionary Items
Other 1
Other 2
Yearly Total

Total Yearly Affordable Expenses
Institute a Top-Down Cash Control Policy A good technique to ensure you are staying on budget is to have a
dedicated account just for your Yearly Affordable Expenses, and a dedicated account for big-ticket items and taxes.
This ensures that you know pretty quickly if you are on budget for the year. You could also utilize separate credit cards
for the various budgets.
Try to Say No! Learn to say no when tempted by extra unbudgeted expenses. The success of your retirement plan is
based on you staying within budget, just remember you jeopardize your plans whenever you spend money that wasn’t
anticipated.
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Gate 6: Always Look Ahead
The success of your developed retirement plan is based on following through with your planned expenses and budget. It
is also important to understand events/choices that you encounter in retirement going forward. Some of these key events
are identified below.
Age 59 ½ You can not withdraw funds from your tax-deferred accounts without facing a penalty for early withdraw.
There are some situations where you can tap this money earlier, but you need to be aware of the rules.
Age 62 This is the earliest you can start taking Social Security. There are many reasons why you may want wait until
full retirement age of 65 or even delay until you are 70 to get the maximum retirement benefit. Review Gate 3 of
Chapter 5 for an overview of these benefits. This topic was reviewed in detail on one of the Money Matter discussions
entitled What You Should Know about Social Security (2021-09-13) on the ArtCentrics Money Matters webpage.
Download the summary document (PDF) here. This is also the standard age for Senior discount rates.
Age 65 You should now be able to enroll in Medicare. You should begin this process a few months before you reach
65. The standard deduction for income taxes also increases. You may face lifetime penalties for not signing up for parts
of Medicare, make sure you understand the pitfalls to avoid. There is a two year look back period for determining what
rates you will pay for Medicare, so plan you budget accordingly. Finally, you can work without fear of loosing some
Social Security benefits. This is the standard Full Retirement age for Social Security.
Age 70 Maximum Social Security benefits. If you have not yet started receiving Social Security, you need to start now
since the benefits of this program will no longer increase once you pass age 70.
Age 72 Note; The rule age that Required Minimum Distributions (RMDs) has been changed from 70 ½ to 72 through
passage of the SECURE Act on December 20, 2019. When you reach this age, it is VITAL that you withdraw the
required amount each year as specified by IRA rules or you may be subject to a 50% tax penalty on the amount that you
should have but didn’t withdraw for that year. Note the new age of 72 for RMDs may be modified in the future make
sure you have the latest data for this rule.
Age 85 If you have a variable annuity you must now either withdraw the entire amount or annuitize your contract.
Review your policy because the age of annuitizing may be earlier.

IRA and 401(k) Withdrawal Rules
Some basic information on options in withdrawing money from these accounts is provided here. NOTE that these rules
are subject to law changes, so it is vital you verify information provided here before taking any actions.
Under Age 59 ½ For many 401k’s you may be able to withdraw funds from these accounts before 59 ½ without penalty
if you retire from work and keep the plan with the employer. It is vital you check with your plan administrator before
withdrawing funds to avoid penalties. How to Withdraw Retirement Funds Before Age 59. You may want to consider
transferring your account to an IRA if you do not plan on accessing these funds until you are older than 59 ½ since
IRA’s tend to provide more investment options and probably charges less than the organization managing your 401k at
work.
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Between Ages 59 ½ and 72 You can access your tax deferred accounts (IRA, 401k, SEP, etc) without early withdraw
penalties. Remember withdraws are taxable. If you have a considerable amount of funds in these accounts you may
want to consider accelerating withdraws from these accounts to avoid being bumped into a higher tax bracket when
RMD’s at age 72 are required. This excess money can be transferred into a regular investment account. This technique
is also useful for heirs since investments in a regular investment account have a step-up basis when your heir inherits
these investments. One should review their tax deferred accounts and assess the impact of these accounts on their tax
bracket when they reach the age where they will be required to have RMD’s. This is the time you can litigate tax
implications of large amounts of money in your IRA/401k by withdrawing money from these accounts and placing the
funds in regular investment accounts.
Over Age 72 Note RDM age has been updated from 70 ½ to 72 as mentioned earlier. Additionally, rules on inherited
tax deferred plans such as IRA and 401ks has changed dramatically due to the SECURE Act; so information provided in
the book concerning inheritance should be disregard. Generally, if you are not a spouse and inherit an IRA type of
account you have 10 years to withdraw all funds from the account. This is a VERY high level summary, see the chapter
references section for more information.
IRA Withdrawals’ Effect on your Plan There are a number of factors that need to be considered when determining
how to approach drawing down your funder from your tax differed accounts that may have a major impact on taxes for
yourself and your heirs including:
 RMDs - How RMD’s may bump up your tax bracket if you have large sums of money in these accounts when
your reach the age where RMD’s kick in.
 Inheritance of IRA’s to non-spouse have a much higher effective tax rate than if the funds from the IRA were
transferred to a regular investment account and invested in stocks before you die.

Estate Planning
Gifting For 2022, the current limit for gifting where taxes will not be due is set at $16,000/year. This means you and
your spouse can gift up to $32,000 to a single person without taxes being due on the gift. Laws on gifting are
continuously being change, so it is important to get the latest information on this topic from the IRS website. Estate Tax
for 2020 is currently set at $12,060,000. Again, visit the IRS website for the latest information on estate taxes. Lifetime
limits on gifts also apply. The article on Gift Tax on Investopedia runs down the basic information.
Mutual Funds Can Amplify Your Gifts and Return Income Other options are available to help avoid taxes including
Donor advised funds, Charitable Lead Trust, Charitable Remainder Annuity Trust and others. These options are not
limited to mutual funds, but can be accessed through most basic brokerage business.
A Special Deal for Grandparents For those who would like to contribute to a persons education, 529 plans are a good
tax advantaged method.
Some IRA Estate Considerations As mentioned earlier persons with large balances in their IRAs may want to
consider depleting these funds to minimize taxes that persons inheriting these funds may face.
Something for Everyone A complex will and/or trust is rarely needed for most people, although a Trust can help avoid
probate, and hiring a professional to ensure these documents are completed appropriately is recommended.
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That’s It Folks
If you follow the advice provided in this book, and complete and follow the associated worksheets you should have a
very good idea of what to expect in retirement. Best of luck!

Chapter Closing Thoughts
Detailed steps on how to plan your budget in retirement and keep on budget throughout your retirement have been
provided, Even if you decide managing your retirement portfolio is not for you, at this point you should be able to have
a good understanding of what it takes to have a successful retirement and what lifestyle to expect in retirement based on
your resources.
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